Starting with the first-order singular Lagrangian, the canonical structures of the noncommutative quantum system on a submanifold embedded in the higher-dimensional Euclidean space are investigated with the projection operator method (POM) and the Dirac-bracket formulation in the case of the derivative-type constraint. Using the successive projection procedure and the iterativity of the Dirac bracket, the noncommutative quantum system is constructed in the form including all orders of the noncommutativity-parameters. When the noncommutative quantum system is constrained to a curved space, the commutator algebra of the system is presented within the 1st-order approximation with respect toh and the noncommutativity-parameters.
Introduction
The problem of the quantization of a dynamical system constrained to a submanifold embedded in the higher-dimensional Euclidean space has been extensively investigated as one of the quantum theories on a curved space until now [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . In order to avoid the unnecessary troublesomeness, the submanifold M N −1 specified by G(x) = 0 (G(x) ∈ C ∞ ) in an N-dimensional Euclidean space R N has been considered in many studies, where x = (x 1 , · · · , x i , · · · , x N ) ∈ R N . For the dynamical system constrained to M N −1 , there have been studied the two kinds of constraint conditons, one of which is the static constraint, G(x) = 0, and the others, the dynamical one,Ġ(x) = 0 [2] . Then, it has been shown that the static constraint yields the noncommutativity among the canonically conjugate operators [1, 6] , and the dynamical one conserves the canonically conjugate commutation relations on the flat space [2, 4, 5, 6] . Therefore, it is extremely interesting to extend the quantum mechanics on a curved space to the noncommutative quantum mechanics [7] .
Following our previous works [2, 8] , in this paper, we shall investigate the noncommutative quantum system on a curved space in the framework of the operatorial quantization formalism for constrained systems [9] .
Starting with the Faddeev-Jackiw type [10] first order singular Lagrangian containing the term associated to the dynamical constraint, we shall construct the canonical structure of the noncommutative quantum system exactly through the projection operator method(POM) with the constraint star-products [11] . Then, it will been shown that the commutator algebra of the resultant system and the Hamiltonian hold the quantum corection terms due to the noncommutativity associated to the constraint opetator G(x). Such a noncommutativity will yield the complicated structure in the commutator algebra on a curved space and the projection of Hamiltonian. Then, in this paper, the canonical structure on a curved space will be constructed within the 1st-order approximation with respect to both ofh, that is, the Dirac-bracket quantization [12] , and noncommutativity-parameters. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2, we propose the Lagrangian with the dynamical constraint and construct the initial unconstraint quantum system, which we denote S. In Sect.3, we construct the the resultant constraint quantum system, which we denote S * . In Sect.4, the discussion and the some concluding remarks are given.
Initial Hamiltonian System
We here propose the first-order singular model Lagrangian describing the noncommutative quantum system constrained to the curved space. Following the canonical quantization formulation for constraint systems [8, 12] , then, we shall construct the unconstraint quantum system S.
Noncommutativity Matrix Θ, Ξ
Let Θ and Ξ be the totally antisymmetric matrices defined as follows:
where θ is the constant parameter describing the noncommutativity of coordinates and η, that of momenta, and ε is the completely antisymmetric tensor defined as
These matrices satisfy
In terms of Θ and Ξ, then, the following matrices are defined: 4) which are symmetric and commutable with Θ, Ξ, and therefore become commutable with each other. Then, there exist the inverses M −1 andM −1 , which also satisfy the same properties as M,M .
Construction of Initial Hamitonian System S
Consider the dynamical system described by the first-order singular Lagrangian
(2.5)
Following the canonical quantization formulation for constraint systems [11, 12] , then, the initial unconstraint quantum system S = (C, A(C), H(C), K) is obtained as follows: 6) which obeys the commutator algebra A(C):
where φ (n) , (n = 1, · · · , 3) are the constraint operators corresponding to the primary constraints φ (n) ≈ 0 due to the singularity of the Lagrangian L, which are given by
and µ 2) and µ (3) are the Lagrange multiplier operators.
iii) Consistent set of constraints
i be h
10) † For any operator X(x, v), in this paper, we shall represent ∂
i1···in (x, v), as far as no ambiguities, where
respectively. ‡ From the consistency conditions for the time evolusions of constraint operators, then, the consistent set of constraints, K, becomes as follows:
where 12) which is the constraint operator corresponding to the secondary constraint. The Lagrange multiplier operators, µ 2) and µ (3) are given by
i ,
where
14)
The consistent set of constraints, K, obeys the commutator algebra A(K):
Thus, we have constructed the initial quamtum system S.
3 The resultant Constraint Quantum System S * Starting with the initial system S, we shall construct the constraint quantum system S * , which satisfies K = 0, through the star-product quantization formalism of POM [11] . As well as in our previous work [2] , this can be accomplished through the successive projections of the initial system.
For this purpose, we classify K into the following two subsets :
with
and letP (1) be the projection operator associated to the subset K (A) , that is, (2) , that associated to the subset K (B) . From the structure of the ‡ For any N × N matrix A, A
commutator algebra (2.15), then, the successive projections of S can be uniquely carried out throuhg the following process:
and, the successive projections of the operators of S are carried out through the following diagram:
3.1 Projection processP
Through the projection processP (1) K (A) = 0, the projected system becomes the noncommutative quantum system with Following the POM [11] , we first construct the ACCS (associated canonically conjugate set)
of the projection operatorP (1) . From the commutator algebra A(K), {ξ (1) i , π (1) i } satisfy
i and π (1) i are given as follows:
which obey the commutator algebra [ξ (1) i , π
and satisfyP
From (2.9), (3.5) and (3.7),P (1) satisfies the projecion conditionŝ
The hyper-operatorΩ (1) ηζ for K (A) in the star-product formulation [11] is given as follows:
The operations ofξ (1)(−) andπ (1)(−) on C are presented in Appendix A. Then, the projected quantum system S (1) is given by
Under operation ofP (1) on S, the initial CCS, C, is projected out to C (1) as follows:
which satisfies the projection conditions
The commutator algebra of C (1) , A(C (1) ), is obtained through the constraint starproduct formulation in POM. Taking account of the quantum corrections in the commutator algebra, which are missed in the usual approach with Dirac-bracket quantization formalism, we shall classify A(C (1) ) into the following three sub-algebras.
Commutator algebra (I):
, as far as no ambiguities.
which is constructed with the star-product commutator formulas [11] . From the projection conditions (3.12), then, the following commutator algebras are obtained.
Commutator algebra (II):
.
Commutator algebra (III):
The commutator of p x 's and that between p x and p λ are given, in the following forms, respectively:
[p
(3.15) The commutator algebras (I), (II) and the terms C
in (III) are shown to be equivalent to those due to the Dirac-bracket quantiztion procedure [12, 13] . On the other hand, the rest terms
in (III) are the quantum correection terms which are presented in AppendixB. Then, it should be noticed that these correction terms are completely missed in the usual approach with the Diracbracket quantization formalism. We shall present the Dirac brackets corresponding to A(C (1) ) in Appendix C.
Projection of Hamiltonian
Taking account of (3.4) and (3.7), the projected Hamiltonian H (1) =P (1) H is given in the following form:
where U (Q) is the quantum correction term due to the projection of {(µ (3) (x, v)), φ (3) }, which is presented in Appendix B.
Projection of K

FromP
(
i = 0, the projection of K withP (1) becomes
where φ
(3.18) Then, the commutator algebra A(K (1) ) becomes as follows:
19) where C (Q)
i (x) is the quantum correction term completely missed in the usual Diracbracket quantiztion, which is presented in Appendix B. 
Projection processP
= 0
The projection processP (2) K (B) = 0 yields the quantum system S * , which is constrained on the curved space G(x) = 0.
Due to the noncommutativity among operators of x, there will appear the exremely complicated quantum effect terms in the commutator algebra and operator porducts through the projection process. So, we shall invetigate here the noncommutative quantum system constrained to the curved space within the first order approximation abouth, that is, the Dirac-bracket quantization procedure, and then, the primary approximation about the noncommutativity-parameters θ, η † † will be also taken . 
Dirac-bracket algebra of C
According to the iterative property of Dirac bracket [13] , now, the Dirac bracket for
), is defined as follows:
Under the Dirac bracket (3.23), the CCS C (1) is transferred to C (2) ,
with p
Then, the Dirac-bracket algebra of C (2) , which is denoted by A
, is represented as follows:
(3.28) Within the 1st-order approximation abouth and the noncommutativity-parameters, the commutator algebra for C (2) is defined as
where ( ) (sp) expresses the symmetrized product of v i with any operator O(x), for examle, 
DB is obtained as follows:
DB is obtained in the following way:
(3.32) From the Dirac brackets (3.26), then, it is shown that the Dirac-bracket algebra A (2) D contains the Dirac-bracket algebra of noncommutative system and that on the curved space.
Thus, we have constructed the constraint quantum system
where C * = C (2) and
Then, it is proved that S * satisfies the constraint conditionĠ(x) = 0 in the following way:
DB , v i } = 0. (3.36)
Concluding remarks
Starting with the first-order singular Lagrangian containing the term associated to the dynamical constraint, we have at first constructed the noncommutative quantum system S (1) in the form including all-orders of the noncommutativity-parameters and h. Then, it has been shown that the commutator algebra A(S (1) ) and the projected Hamiltonian H
(1) contain the quantum correction terms due to the extreme noncommutativity among the operators G i (x) associated to the dynamical constraint, which are completely missed in t he usual approach with the Dirac-baracket quantization. We have next constructed the constraint quantum system S * within the first-orders of the noncommutativity-parameters andh. It has been shown that the commutator algebra A(C * ) with the dynamical constraint does not conserve the canonically conjugate commutation relations, although those, conserved in the commutative case [2] . The exact construction of the noncommutative quantum system on a curved space will be the next task.
B Quantum Corrections in Projected System
B.1 Quantum Corrections in Commutator Algebra A(C (1) ) Through the sar-product formulation of POM [11] , the commutator algebra (III) is represented in the following way:
injn , where
with the binomial coefficient n C m = n!/((n − m)!m!). Thus, the quantum correction terms D
are given as
B.2 Quantum Corrections in Projected Hamiltonian H
The projection of {µ (3) (x, v), φ (3) } in H is obtained with the star-product formulation for the symmetrized product [11] as follows:
n,m=0
and
injn . Then, the quantum correction term U (Q) is given with (B9) Thus, the quantum correction C (B10)
C Dirac-bracket algebra corresponding to A(C
)
In this Appendix, the Dirac-bracket algebra corresponding to the commutator algebra A(C (1) ), which we shall represent with A i , φ (1) j ] PB = Ξ ij , [φ (1) i , φ (2) j ] PB =M ij , [φ (2) i , φ
where [ , ] PB is the Poisson bracket defined on C. Let the matrix W be ) i , φ (1) j ] PB [φ (1) i , φ (2) j ] PB [φ (2) i , φ (1) j ] PB [φ (2) i , φ 
